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October 2018

Community Library Partnerships (CLP) Volunteer profile and tasks: Team Support Volunteer role
• The team support volunteer role is designed for volunteers who would like to support a Community Library
Partnership, but who are less confident with IT, or would rather take a supporting role rather than a lead role.
• Team support volunteers would do a mixture of customer service work and back-room stock and shelving tasks.
They might also support events and activities, depending on their preference and the needs of the library.
• Team support volunteers might cover a lunch break or other short period working alone, but most of the time they
would be working alongside a member of paid staff, or a Customer Service Volunteer.
Library Volunteer – Team Support – role description
‘Volunteers contribute to making Libraries a vibrant and exciting place to visit’
Skills
•

Experience
• Working with people and communities
• Working as part of a team/group
• Supporting or running activities and events

Knowledge
• An Awareness’ of Somerset Libraries and
the range of services we provide
• Some knowledge of Authors, and a love of
reading….

Tasks
Dealing with basic customer enquiries – this could
include using the library management system to
look up information or process transactions.

Initial training provided
This will be covered as part of the induction process
on how to source information for customers, and
use the Libraries Management System.

Ongoing support when required
A member of staff or Customer Service Volunteer
would be available to support more complex
enquiries.

Shelving Library books, keeping the Library tidy and
looking well presented for customers

Information provided as part of the induction,
however there may be an opportunity to attend
further courses or to visit other Libraries to share
knowledge and new ideas.

Regular visits from SCC staff, who would advise on
how to keep the library looking well-presented.

•
•
•
•

People skills and able to interact with all
ages and needs
Create a welcoming environment
Recording information
Good organisational skills
Patience and a sense of humour – not
everything in the Library runs smoothly!
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Tasks
Using the Library on line catalogue for basic stock
enquiries.

Initial training provided
This will be covered as part of the general induction
process.

Ongoing support when required

Supporting customers to use the Self Service Kiosks

This will be covered as part of the general induction
process.

On occasion when the systems go down support
can be provided by an SCC link library on how to
operate and maintain a service.
Templates would be provided by SCC.

This will be covered as part of the general induction
process.
This will be covered as part of the general induction
process.
This will be covered as part of the general induction
process. Opportunities to visit and link with other
Libraries to see the range of activities and events
would be provided.

Regular visits from SCC staff, who would advise on
how to keep the library looking well-presented.

Stock Management – unpacking new Library stock,
preparing books for circulation e.g. book covering.

This will be covered as part of the general induction
process.

Support from the link Library when required and
the Library Supervisor

Occasional cash handing (e.g. when covering a
lunch hour or break).

This will be covered as part of the induction process
on how to source information for customers, and
use the Libraries Management System.

Generally this would be done by a member of staff
or Customer Service Volunteer, not a Team
Support Volunteer.

Preparing posters which promote activities and
events in the Library
Set up and display library information, promotions
etc.
Assisting customers to access photocopying
facilities.
Supporting Library Activities and Events – these
may vary, but would always include the annual
Summer Reading Challenge.

Occasional advice and support from the Libraries
Outreach Officer and a wide range of support,
materials and templates provided by SCC.

A wide range of events and activities are provided
through Somerset Libraries. Team Support
Volunteers could get involved in these, alternatively
a dedicated Events and Activities volunteer role
could be used in Community Library Partnerships.
Setting up for library events and activities e.g.
putting out tables, chairs, materials for activities.
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Tasks
Support customers to access the Libraries West
web site.

Initial training provided
This will be covered as part of the induction process
on how to source information for customers, and
use the Libraries Management System.

Ongoing support when required
Regular updates through the Libraries circulations
regarding new promotions, services and events.

Health and Safety – maintaining an awareness of
any issues which may impact on customers use of
the Library

This will be covered as part of the induction process
on Health and Safety, premises and regulatory
issues.

The Community Library Partnership would be
responsible for Health and Safety risk
management, but SCC would provide guidance and
training on an ongoing basis. If SCC staff are
working in the library as part of a Community
Library Partnership agreement, they would take a
lead role in managing day to day health and safety
risks on behalf of the Community Library
Partnership.

Sue Sheppard
SCC library service
July 2018
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